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Some children find learning to read and spell very difficult.

These children can benefit enormously from help at home.
 

Teaching your own child to read isn’t always an easy task. 

I have collated some resources to make it much, much easier.

Parents often receive well
intentioned advice, such as,
“don’t worry, he/she’s just a
late developer”. I would advise
you NOT to wait! 
 

The earlier you act, the better
the chance your child has to
keep up. 
 

If you delay, your child could
fall further behind. And then
it’s much harder to catch up. 
 

Your child can only benefit
from this support there’s
nothing to lose. 
 

So please don’t delay!

The earlier the intervention, the better chance
of catching up & keeping up 
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GET EQUIPPED TO TEACH YOUR CHILD

http://www.achievenow.org.uk/
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Helping your child: Before you get started…

Just because you find reading easy, doesn’t mean that you will find
teaching your child to read straightforward.
 
The English language is extremely complicated. Teaching one’s
own child how to recognise the 26 letters of the alphabet is an over
-simplification of what is needed. It won’t be enough to overcome
difficulties with reading.

Here you’ll find my researched, tried and tested tools that will help
you help your child:

Making it work for

your family

FREE online

resources to train

parents

Paper based

intervention solutions

Electronic

intervention solutions

 

 

 

Even if you are totally knowledgeable on how to teach a child to read,     
when it’s your own child, it can be more challenging.

http://www.achievenow.org.uk/
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Making it work for your family

I’ve covered paper and electronic interventions in this list because every

family is different, and you’ll work out what works for you. 
 

For my family, whilst I found that the paper-based solutions were highly

effective in teaching reading, it led to a lot of battles between me and my

kids. I decided that family harmony and my sanity were more important.  
 

This is not to diminish the effectiveness of these paper interventions, but to

forewarn you, in case your children, like mine, refuse to comply. And it’s why

I started exploring tech solutions.

Unexpected benefits of electronic solutions

 

I found that the solution on the device became ‘the tutor’ and I remained ‘the

mum’ who helped them to do the work the programme set for them.

 

I have three dyslexic children who all needed my help at the same time.  

It was three against one a lot of the time  which wasn’t pleasant!  

Electronic solutions, enabled me to work with my three children at the same

time.

Ideas to help family harmony

Children often respond better to being taught by people outside the family.

Unfortunately, finding a qualified tutor isn’t always easy. In some areas,

demand is greater than supply. 
 

I paid local, trendy teenagers to come and ‘help’, knowing that my children

would fight less and cooperate more with teens they looked up to.

http://www.achievenow.org.uk/
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This is a FREE webinar provided by Consortium on Reaching Excellence
in Education - CORE. Dr David Kilpatrick explains why phonemic awareness

is so critical to teaching students to read. You must register to watch it, but I

have not received any unwanted emails as a result. You can access the on-
demand webinar by clicking here

www.achievenow.org.uk

FREE Online Resources to Train Parents

There are a wide range of resources available from colourful posters to in

depth webinars.You can select the level of support you need and you can

choose the medium – in fact you can tailor it to suit you and your child.

Springboard – Life Changing Literacy

A Parent’s Little Guide to Helping Children Read  Ten quick tips that can

make a big difference when teaching your child to read.

How Children Learn to Read – the Science of Reading by
Sound
Blog post by Marnie Ginsberg  This amazingly comprehensive blog

contains a wealth of information, plus a number of how-to videos.

Helpful Video for Parents from Dyslexia Daily

Learn How to READ and SPELL A practical and helpful video when you’re

helping your child to learn to read.

Why Phonemic Awareness is So Critical to Teaching Students
to Read

-

http://ow.ly/M6Z450wseqa.
http://www.achievenow.org.uk/
https://www.helenarkell.org.uk/documents/files/Springboard%20A%20Parent's%20Little%20Guide%20to%20Helping%20Children%20Read.pdf
https://www.phonicshero.com/how-children-learn-to-read/?fbclid=IwAR0YxpjNRNMmnQvihQr7HSHoagom2VV4oiKlPMplfrnM2JJaN6xUR8sUahs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70hoV-YYRkE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.corelearn.com/free-webinar-why-phonemic-proficiency-is-necessary-for-all-readers/?utm_source=social&utm_medium=fb
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Paper Based Solutions

WASP stands for Word Articulation Spelling and

Pronunciation. The Word Wasp is a

comprehensive programme beginning with basic

letter sounds before progressing to more

complex diphthongs and digraphs. It can be

used with students from the age of seven to

adult. 
These are manuals for teaching literacy skills:

both reading and spelling. They can be used by

anyone. 

They are proven to work and are an extremely

cost-effective resource

Word Wasps & Hornet Literacy Primer1

For more information
This website contains a wealth of useful information including videos and

example pages.

http://www.achievenow.org.uk/
https://www.wordwasp.com/the-books/the-word-wasp/
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This is a highly structured, multi-sensory reading

manual for teachers and parents

 

Toe by Toe supports any child or adult who has

difficulty in decoding (ie, reading unfamiliar

words confidently and accurately) or reading

fluently (ie, reading without pausing or hesitating

when confronted by an unfamiliar word).

For more information
Their website has many helpful resources including a training PDF.

Both these paper based programmes of study are ideal for those who

are not trained specifically to help dyslexics or to teach reading, as they

guide learners through a structured tailored programme. 

Toe by Toe2

http://www.achievenow.org.uk/
https://toe-by-toe.co.uk/
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Electronic Intervention Solutions

This video introduces technology to teach children to read.

Technology is a great medium for creating engaging, entertaining and even

addictive solutions to help children to learn. These are known as

intervention solutions. 

 

This link will explain Why technology is an ideal medium for intervention
solutions.

While my children benefitted from the

services of dyslexia tutors, they tended to

only see them once a week. I used

intervention solutions to solidify what they

had been taught throughout the week.

 

Dyslexic learners benefit from studying little

and often/daily. An iPad or lightweight

laptop can be carried around and used

while on the go making the most of any

downtime, as can paper based manuals.

http://www.achievenow.org.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xnyUN0UkRbc&t=10s
https://www.achievenow.org.uk/why-it-for-dyslexics
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What to Expect from Electronic
Intervention Solutions?

Start with an assessment that sets specific

targets for the individual.

Guide children through a personalised

program of study that helps them

overcome their specific areas of weakness.

Are ideal for parents or those who are not

trained to help dyslexics as they guide

learners through a structured tailored

programme 

Adapt to suit the needs of the individual

child

Intervention solutions
 

 

 

 

 

If budgets are tight and you are not able to

pay for a full intervention program, ask your

child’s school if they can provide a solution.

School licenses can be used at home.

 

Full intervention solutions are NOT free, as

they cost a lot to develop, but they do tend to

be reasonably priced. This is an area where

investing money in technology is worthwhile.



Click here to get a Nessy Reading & Spelling 7 day free trial 
 

It you go on to purchase Nessy, Achieve Now has this Discount code- 56par.
 

Note: Nessy also produce lots fun worksheets which can be printed out.

Nessy Reading and Spelling
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This is not an exhaustive list, but these are solutions that I have seen help

my students:

Nessy Reading and Spelling is brilliant for reinforcing phonics. It makes the

repetition required to embed phonics not only bearable, but fun! I totally

agree with their strap line ‘Learning happens when it’s fun!

For more information 

1

Reasonably Priced Electronic Intervention Solutions

Learn more by watching this video

https://www.nessy.com/uk/register-trial-2/
http://www.achievenow.org.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Q_Ushl03YM&ab_channel=Nessy


2
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If you want to work with your children on areas that improve their reading

and spelling and that are not simply phonics-based, I’d recommend you

check out Dyslexia Gold’s products.

Dyslexia Gold

Click here to access Dyslexia Gold offers a free trial
 

It creates an account that can be used 5 times and then you need to

subscribe if you want to keep playing. Utilise this free trial when you have

time to test it out and work out which solutions will help your child.

 

To play the target practice game in Engaging Eyes, students need to wear

3D glasses. If you decide to purchase Engaging Eyes, Dyslexia Gold will

send you a pair. To help you  when using the trial, I have tracked  down the

cheapest version of 3D  glasses I can find. These ones are £1.49, they are

sourced  from the UK 

Engaging Eyes (convergence & tracking)

Fluency Builder (phonological awareness)

Two of the products have been shown to dramatically improve reading:

Click here for more information.

For more information 

Learn more by watching this video

http://www.achievenow.org.uk/
https://dyslexiagold.co.uk/Trial
https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/2-pairs-Black-framed-Sony-brand-Red-Blue-Cyan-Anaglyph-3D-glasses-DVD-GAMING/163849961215?hash=item262637feff%3Ag%3Ak2oAAOSw-jBdchXa
https://dyslexiagold.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JU02h7kuFM


Dyslexia Gold have released a new product, Reading Unlocked. It's a

complete learn to read program, for children who can't read at all. It

starts with the alphabet and works up. If it sounds like something your child

could benefit from, you can access a free trial by clicking here.
 

It wouldn’t make sense to do Reading Unlocked and Fluency Builder but

Reading Unlocked and Engaging Eyes would complement each other well.
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Learn more by watching this video

Reading Unlocked3

http://www.readingunlocked.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=27&v=QCt6jD1LjSQ&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdTjA1GrUR0


Lexia Core 5
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4
Lexia’s research-proven program provides explicit, systematic, personalized

learning in six areas of reading instruction. These are: phonological

awareness; phonics; structural analysis; automaticity / fluency; vocabulary;

and comprehension.

For more information This website includes many helpful resources

including a sample Lexia Core 5 lesson.

 

Learn more my watching this video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=27&v=QCt6jD1LjSQ&feature=emb_logo
https://www.lexialearning.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PN_u7PpfApM
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International Dyslexia Learning Solutions

provides specialist multi-sensory software

programmes to primary and secondary

schools 

There are five different lesson types:

spelling, sentence, story, comprehension

and dictation.

Developed by Ascentis, an educational

charity with a mission to enable learners to

realise their full potential and achieve their

lifelong aspirations.

For more information

Learn more by watching this video

5 IDL Literacy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=27&v=QCt6jD1LjSQ&feature=emb_logo
https://idlsgroup.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3E5zpVjVJU


Units of Sound6
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Reading 

Spelling 

Memory 

Dictation

This online literacy tool offering lessons within four key areas: 

 

It is highly advanced as it not only teaches, it listens to the student and is

able to ‘correct’ them. 

 

It isn’t cartoon based, so it does not hold the attention of younger children

well, but in my opinion, it is a great solution to help older children and adults.

For more information 

Learn more my watching this video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=27&v=QCt6jD1LjSQ&feature=emb_logo
https://www.unitsofsound.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=27&v=QCt6jD1LjSQ&feature=emb_logo
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How can you decide which is the
best solution for your child?

Its good to start by helping overcome specific weaknesses.

Formal assessments detail strengths and weaknesses. If your

child has not had a formal assessment, it might be worth doing

an online screen to identify where help is required.

 

A childs individual preferences also need to be taken into

consideration, as you want them to progress daily, which is

why free trials are helpful.

 

My children used several different solutions, as their needs

changed over time.

Good Luck

I hope you have found these resources helpful. My intention is

that you will benefit from my experience so you can spend

your precious time supporting your child(ren) rather than

repeating research I’ve already done.


